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Get hooked on one of the oldest of all collecting hobbies with this go-to-guide of fishing lures.A

great pick-up-to-peruse type of book, built for toting to shows and antique shops, this lure

reference aids you in your effort to accurately identify, price and better understand the history

behind vintage and modern lures from 31 manufactures, starting with the Big Six (Heddon,

PawPaw, Creek Chub, Plueger, Shakespeare and South Bend).
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Bait CoCHAPTER 1INTRODUCTIONThis is my 15th book on fishing lures and related

collectibles. I previously wrote “Field Guide to Fishing Lures: Identification and Price Guide,”

Copyright 2005, published by Collector Books (now out of print) and a major reference work

entitled “Classic Fishing Lures,” published by Krause Publications (still available), which

covered both “vintage” and “classic” collectible fishing lures.This book is an updated

companion organized in a new and better way to assist the collector in this volatile area of

collecting. A lot has changed in the past four or five years in the collecting world, the world in

general, and in our economy as it impacts collectors. It is hoped that this book will assist both

the beginning and the advanced collector in continuing to amass a collection of value and

interest.The book should also be useful to antique dealers, appraisers, court administrators,

executors of estates, auctioneers, and anyone else needing to know the value of a “good old

lure” or two. It can never replace the detailed knowledge found in such works as “Classic

Fishing Lures,” or Carl F. Luckey’s “Old Fishing Lures, 7th Edition,” “Fishing Collectibles,” (my

book on rods, reels and creels published by Krause Publications), and my encyclopedic

treatment of “Modern Fishing Lure Collectibles,” Volumes 1 through 5, published by Collector

Books. But this book is a handy reference guide to assist one in the field, and to begin to learn

about classic and vintage fishing lures. I had fun writing it, as I do all of my books, and can only

hope you also have fun reading it and using it for many years to come.A background on value

is where we must begin. I am asked daily “What is it worth?” in reference to a lure, rod, reel,

creel, or 100 or more lures. That is an easy question for someone selling thousands of lures

over the past few years as I have done, but at the same time, nearly impossible to answer with

any authority for a number of reasons.Value depends mainly on rarity, color and condition for

all lures. Age is sometimes important as it contributes to but is not the only factor determining

rarity. For example, I sold a Heddon Zara from 1983 for $200 in February 2008 due to its rare

color and numbers. Contrarily, I have many CCBC Pikies from the 1920s not worth $15 due to

common colors and patterns. Age is not all that matters. Color is super important—and the

hardest thing for the beginner to learn and to know, as it takes so many more photos to show

than can be done in any one lure book.The Creek Chub Plunkers that led to a lifetime of love

for lures and fishing. Value: $20+, but priceless to the author!To learn colors, one must handle

thousands of lures and, soon the common ones become apparent, and the rare ones are

easily spotted. Some colors are common in all companies, some rare in others. Gantron paints

from the early 1950s are rare in all companies, and the paint is easily damaged and cannot be

cleaned, so the lures are always rare in excellent condition. Patterns with silver and gold foil

inserts from the 1950s are rare for Heddons, but more common for Whopper Stopper and Pico.

Rainbow is just plain liked by all collectors, so it is not necessarily rare, but driven up in price



due to its beauty. Also, rainbow patterns varied in Creek Chub, South Bend and Heddon—

increasing its interest as a color.Have you noticed I have not yet mentioned materials?

Obviously, early interests in lure collecting were the “wooden bass plugs” made famous by

early writers such as Bill Kimball, Streeter, Murphy, Edmisten, Luckey, and others. However,

wooden lures do not always command the most money or interest, and plastic lures are worth

a fortune in some cases, nearly worthless in others. The nice thing about plastic lures is they

stay in better condition; the negative is that sometimes far too many were made to make them

of interest. However, plastic lures date from the 1920s and beyond, and early plastic lures can

command very high prices, as do rare Zaras such as the one mentioned already

above.Materials lead us to the final value indicator: CONDITION! Enough cannot be said about

the importance of condition. But I will try again to get the point across. It is the number one,

main, central, most important factor determining the value of a fishing lure. When I started

writing about lures in 2001, folks were a little more forgiving of dents, dings, hook drag, worm

burn, and other signs of wear. Not so today! Lures must be near mint to command high prices.

The NFLCC (National Fishing Lure Collectors Club) uses a 10-point scale from a low of 1 to a

high of 10 to grade lures, and it is reprinted in numerous books and can be viewed on the

NFLCC Web site at . The reality is that only lures grading a 9 or 10 will command full price in

today’s market.More and more lures keep coming out of closets, drawers, attics, garages, and

major collections, making more lures available on the market today than in earlier days. This

has made new collectors demand better lures when they must part with the ever tougher to

earn dollar to purchase their prizes.Not only do lures need to be in better condition than

previously demanded by collectors, it is even more important now to have boxes and

paperwork to go with the lures. Lures in correct boxes with paperwork have always been

treasured, but the very high prices in auctions and elsewhere are usually garnered by a lure in

its original box with papers. A rare $100 lure might bring double that with a nice clean and crisp

box. A $10 lure quickly brings $15 or $20 with a clean box. Again, did you note I said clean

box? Old beat up boxes are as valuable as old beat up lures, not valuable at all!So, with all of

the above in mind about value, please do not forget it or you will spend far too much on your

collection. What are we going to cover in this book? Below is a brief peek at the contents and

how it will be organized. I have shown as many photos as space allows and given prices from

2006 through 2008 for all items. I have sold over 5,000 lures in the past two years from the very

common $5 beater wooden Pikie to the rare and beautiful new-in-the-box Heddon from the

1920s. In October 2007, I sold a North Channel Minnow and Detroit Glass Minnow Tube at a

local auction ($400 and $625), many outstanding lures through Lang’s Sporting Collectibles, at

shows, and by private sales. Prices are from actual sales and reflect the market at the time of

this writing (February and March 2008, and earlier). Prices are not as strong as they were prior

to 9/11 for many reasons. But, prices are still fairly strong for rare and good lures, and much

weaker for the more common lures. I used to think any lure in a box in perfect condition from

1970 or earlier would bring $10-20, but not so right now. Many boxed lures from the 1950s-’70s

are down in prices but still a good investment in my mind if in mint to excellent shape. Lures

new in boxes are like land, they do not make any more of them from times past. But,

speculating on lure values is my last point before we begin: I would be very cautious

speculating on any lures for investment purposes.Lures have of course gone up with inflation

over the past few years. Bread is no longer 29 cents a loaf, milk is not 49 cents a gallon, and

gas is over $4 a gallon in some places. But, that does not mean one should collect lures to

make money, one should make money over the long run but that is not the point.Buy lures

because you like them, buy plastic if you like plastic, wood if you like wood, metal if you like



metal, etc. Do not let me tell you what to buy or let anyone else tell you either. Collecting lures

is a fun and fantastic enterprise; lures are part of our material culture that tells great stories

about our past and our fishing. Collect lures for the joy of the lures, they are little works of art

and that should be enough. If you make money, so be it. But, collect to collect and not just to

invest. I have collected my entire life and, regardless of the return on my investment each time I

sell a lure or a collection of lures, it hurts just a little to see my friends go down the road.

However, buying and selling are both part of the game or one cannot build one’s collection in

the direction desired. Just make sure you can live without the lure before you sell it, as

sometimes they are not that easy to replace! Good luck and have fun!A collectible CCBC

Dingbat and a Cisco Kid (Wallsten Tackle). See company sections for details.Some basic

background:What are considered “vintage” lures, and what are considered “classic” lures?

Vintage-era lures are considered to be from the early 1900s with the invention of the first bass

fishing plugs (lures) by Heddon, Shakespeare, Pflueger, South Bend, and a little later Creek

Chub and Paw Paw (also known as the “big six” to lure collectors). There were many lures

available in the 1800s, with most being English and/or made by Pflueger (Enterprise), but they

were either metal or rubber and not nearly as collectible as the wooden bass plugs. The

vintage era ends around 1940 with the beginning of the gearing up for World War II and the

invention of many plastic materials in the 1930s and early 1940s. After the war, most

companies phased out the larger wooden bass plugs in favor of the newer materials (Tenite I

and Tenite II) and smaller lures for spinning gear, which came back from Europe with returning

veterans. Earliest lures are normally the most sought after by collectors unless it is a very rare

plastic in rare colors. So, I will cover lures from the beginning of the early 1900s to 1940 as

vintage lures. These are the wooden ones with and without glass eyes for the most part;

however, some early plastics from the 1920s-’30s are also in this category. Metal lures are not

covered in any detail, as there is little collector interest unless they are from the early 1800s—

and even then they also need to be rare.Since my first books on lures in 2001, it has become

clear that collectors have followed my lead and now consider the era of roughly 1940 to 1984

as the Classic Period. This saw the development of plastic lures (Tenite), new materials, new

processes, new techniques, with spinning being the most important new fishing technique, but

there was also a growth of fly fishing, etc. Classic lures can be either wood or plastic, but

usually not metal.Some of the most valuable and rare pieces were short-run “mom-and-pop”

outfits making less than 1,000 lures; both plastic and wooden lures are in this category. The

other rarity from this time is “color.” Some lures were only produced in one gross lot in a

particular color in the early 1980s, and these are worth hundreds of dollars each (documented

in my other volumes). As prices for vintage lures escalated to hundreds each, and even

thousands for some, collectors were driven to more affordable modern lures to collect.What is

the current status of the hobby? Are there any interesting trends as of late? Is there anything

noteworthy going on with any of the “big six companies?”The current status of the hobby is that

it is in a major flux as related to vintage and classic lures. Older collectors (65+) are still only

interested in the vintage lures from pre-1940 for the most part.However, as they age, they are

dwindling and their collections are being sold off (since late 2007 I have purchased two major

collections, one from an 84-year-old gentleman and the other from an 89-year-old

gentleman).The major news is that the baby boomers (myself for example) are more interested

in post-1940 lures as that is what we remember from our angling childhood. This has driven up

both prices and demand for post-1940 lures, especially rare ones from Heddon and Creek

Chub, and a few modern companies such as Storm and Bagley’s. Some of the prices are

amazing, e.g. hundreds of dollars. But, for the most part most lures from this era are worth



$10-20 each.One major trend which concerns me is that book sales keep dropping due to free

information (albeit often wrong) on the Internet. This has made it so most new collectors are

unwilling to purchase the lure book reference libraries all of us did when we started collecting.

Older collectors would buy every book on the market, not so now. I am guessing part of this is

simply the switch to electronic and instant information expected by so many of today’s

generation, and I can only hope that they will eventually realize that good hard copy color

photos and factual details are worth far more than possibly incomplete or wrong information on

a free Web site.The “big six” of course no longer exist as they did up until the 1980s. Pradco

has bought most companies; Luhr-Jensen has bought most of the rest. The Heddon and Creek

Chub brands are owned by Pradco, and the South Bend Oreno line of lures by Luhr-Jensen.

Shakespeare still exists but only makes rods, reels and terminal tackle. The same is true of

Pflueger (owned recently by Shakespeare but again independent). Shakespeare owns Paw

Paw, but no lures have been produced since 1975 by them under this brand name. However,

collector interest is still centered upon these six companies from 1900 until 1984 (when most

closed due to high interest and inflation issues of the 1980s).Knowledge is the base of lure

collecting. Here are some books on collecting lures and other items.It is still of little doubt to me

that Heddon is the number one collectible company, followed by Creek Chub, Pflueger,

Shakespeare, South Bend, and finally Paw Paw. I am sure some would be mad that I ranked

their favorite company less than first but prices are frankly the strongest for Heddon year in and

year out, period.I cannot pick a personal favorite, as I love them all. I like all lures: metal,

rubber, plastic, wood, combinations, skirted, propellers, floating, sinking, rotating heads,

novelty, fads, and tried and true examples. Lures are fun, they tell history, they remind us of

times past we enjoyed, and they do after all catch fish! Who could not want to be a lure

collector?Lures and reels to inspire the author in his den. Value: $12-30 each for most; with

some of the better reels and lures reaching $150 each.So, I hope you find some lures you like,

learn some things you did not already know, find some companies to consider other than just

the “big six,” and most of all, have a pleasant read along the way.Of course, knowledge is

power, and the more one reads and studies old lures and tackle the better will be one’s deals

and collection. It is unlikely that many collectors will run into a $35,000 Heddon 150 (sold

online on eBay) or a Haskell Minnow (sold at Lang’s Antique Tackle auction) for $125,000 in an

antique shop. However, with the assistance of this book, one will be able to recognize all major

categories of lures and know a good deal about the most significant companies in lure

production and collecting.CHAPTER 2DATING LURESRemember that not all collectible lures

are “vintage,” nor are they “modern.” I have written extensively about modern lures, and it has

now become a well-established benchmark to talk about modern lures as being post-1940.

Many people make the mistake of believing all modern lures are by definition plastic. This is not

the case. Many modern lures made after 1940 continued in wood, (Creek Chub plastic lures

are less common than their 1950s-’60s wooden lures.) and some lures, such as the Crazy

Crawler, did not exist until 1940 in either wood or plastic. Of course, the introduction of plastics’

technology was one of the triggering events into the modern era but only one of them. For

more information on modern lures, I suggest looking into my series of five volumes entitled

“Modern Fishing Lure Collectibles.”Most lures found by collectors are from the post-1940

period. However, a few of the older vintage lures do show up in the field as well. But, most

beginning collectors are not going to find a Heddon Spin Diver at a garage sale! It is fairly

common to find a Heddon River Runt, however.So, what I have done in this book is to show the

most likely lures to be found in the field, with some photos and illustrations of rare and

uncommon lures as well, as they are always interesting to see. However, the book is not a



“text” on all lures of a company, nor is it meant to be. Luckey serves the lure collecting

community well in that regard, as does my book “Classic Fishing Lures.” Also, both Luckey’s

book and mine give far more detailed histories and hints on dating specific items, something

this book cannot adequately complete due to length.What my goal was in writing this book was

to put in the hands of the collector a source in full color that showed the majority of lures one

would find in the field from the “big six” companies and a few others. Lures selected were

based upon what I have found in the field most often. In other words, if collecting Heddon lures,

one will find River Runts, Vamps, Zara Spooks, many 1950s plastic lures, some of the Original

Wood lures from the 1960s, maybe a 100 or 150, but very few Spin Divers, Flippers, Feather

Tails, or Artistic Minnows. It is not that the more rare lures do not still exist in the field because,

in fact, they do. However, it is just not very likely that one will often find them.An illustration

suffices. I have been actively buying lures in very large numbers (a few thousand per year for at

least the past 15 years). I buy entire collections, large lots of lures and tackle boxes from

anglers, estates, and other groupings of lures. In all of these purchases and “finds,” I have only

turned up one Heddon Spin Diver, two Shakespeare Evolutions, two Rhodes Minnows, one

Heddon Dummy Double, two CCBC Wagtail Chubs, one Pflueger Musky Minnow, two Heddon

Batwing Decoys, one Moonlight new in a box, one Paw Paw Musky hair mouse, one black/

white CCBC Pikie, one South Bend Vacuum Bait, and so on.In other words yes, I have found

some rare items, and some of them in surprising places. I found a Pflueger 1880s Musky

Minnow in an antique mall (price: $85, value: $500+) and a rare Jacob Hanson Minnow in a

tangled shoebox full of lures (price: $25, value: $1,500). I found a Rhodes Frog new in the early

cardboard box in a tackle buy as well (price: $700, sold for $1,500, later that year it sold for

$4,000 at Lang’s). However, I am not the average collector, and I buy as much tackle as 20 to

30 collectors combined.I have also found: a few dozen red/white Bass-Orenos, dozens of

Pikies in Pikie color, enough River Runts to fill dozens of tackle boxes, enough Pflueger metal

to melt it down for a large anchor or two, so many Dopey and Grumpy lures I thought I was on

a movie set, and a few hundred well-abused common Paw Paw lures as well. These are the

lures common to lure collecting. They also have value, and some of them are better lures than

others. It is my goal to help sort these more common lures out for the collector in this book.I

have not covered every nuance of every common or rare lure. I have shown enough that even

a beginning collector should have a solid idea of lure types by company and the general value

of a lure assigned to each lure type. This book is a beginning text on collectible lures likely to

be found by the collector in the field. It also represents the most likely companies to be found in

the field. To meet this goal, I selected most of the photos for the book from recent field finds I

made. Hopefully, your favorite lures will be found in the book and you will gain some more

knowledge about this wonderful field of lure collecting. If so, I have achieved my

goal.CHAPTER 3RECENT SALESBefore we begin the detailed look at companies and lures, a

brief photo essay of some collectible lures, and a few pages of actual recent sales of many

lures from my personal collection sold at Lang’s Antique Tackle Auction in Boxborough, Mass.,

in late November of 2006 is in order. Nearly all pricing in the book is based upon actual sales

by the author to give collectors a current view of lure values.Heddon Spoony Frog, $50-75. This

is a fairly difficult metal lure to find, but as a general rule metal lures do not bring the value, nor

have the collector following, as do the wooden lures with glass eyes and other early wooden

lures. Some metal lures are very valuable, e.g. early Chapman minnows, the Haskell minnow at

$125,000+, etc., but most are worth only a few dollars.Plastic lures are also very collectible,

and some need not even be very old to demand interest. This one is a “classic” plastic lure that

is indeed fairly rare, a Paw Paw Platypus lure from the late 1940s-early 1950s, $75-100+.Even



these 1970s-’80s lures from Rebel (Pradco) are collectible. The Rebel natural series of lures is

in demand, and many examples have been sold for over $40 each by the author in recent

years, $15-40+.One of the most successful of all modern lures is Cordell’s Big-O. It has been

copied by dozens of companies. Here is an early 1980s example by Red River of its Little Big

R lure similar to a Big-O but with a fin added, $10-15; more if boxed.An interesting lure from

the 1950s is this Pulverizer lure, $10+.One of the most successful lures of all time is the CCBC

Pikie and it, too, has been copied. The Radtke Pikies are very collectible and in demand, often

bringing well over $50 each. These were made in Markesan, Wis., in the 1960s, $40-75

each.Condition key: EX is excellent; VG is very good.From the top: Shakespeare three-hook

minnow in Kingfisher trademarked box #100, $240. Heddon 209B L-rigged surface bait in frog,

circa 1920s, EX-, $150. Pflueger bulldog logo unfinished EX-, three-hook minnow in Canoe

box, $240.Heddon “Head-On” Basser in box and #5009D green scale Tadpolly, $174. Creek

Chub Bait Co. Rainbow Fire Pikie and blue-back Rainbow Pikie, both EX, $210.Recent fishing

items sold at Lang’sby the author, Nov. 3-4, 2006The following items include rods, reels, lures,

and miscellaneous items (and items on Condition key: EX is excellent; VG is very good.)

consigned to Lang’s Antique Tackle Auction in Boxborough, Mass., November 2006, and sold

on the floor of the auction and on eBay Live. The prices represent the actual sale price plus the

20 percent buyer’s premium. In addition, buyers had to pay shipping, which made the item cost

a bit more. In my opinion, prices were a bit down for some of the better items. I believe one

reason is that it was a huge sale with multiple examples of fairly rare items, such as some of

the Meek reels I sold. Also, the pricing on the lures in general seemed to be a bit soft, with very

beautiful Heddon and Pflueger three- and five-hook models bringing about half of what they

normally have brought during the past five years. But the prices sold are shown and that is all

someone was willing to pay on that particular day for that particular item. But please keep in

mind the variations in sale results depend on the time, market, availability, rarity, and the

number of items released for sale at any given time.I also sold a large number of lots in the

“Discovery Auction” November 2, prior to the sale of the cataloged items at Lang’s. The 55 lots

sold in the Discovery Auction fetched an average of $85 per lot and consisted of lots of five to

10 lures, tackle boxes, bobbers and floats, creels, Fenwick glass rods, split shot, and a rough

Horton-Meeks #4 reel on an old steel rod that brought $125.All in all, the sale at Lang’s was a

success for me, and a huge success overall, setting records again for the gross amount of

antique tackle sold. Some items brought a disappointingly low price, and I will always

especially miss those items, but a wonderful 1800s cast-iron trolling reel brought an excellent

price and shows how just one item in a sale can at least partially make up for a few others. One

thing for certain is that Lang’s is a very professional auction, and John and Debbie Ganung

treat sellers well in their dealings with them. I recommend the experience to anyone parting

with items that are in excellent condition and a bit on the rare side. I also wish to thank John

and Debbie for providing the images for the Lang’s sale items shown here.These items could

be shown in each separate chapter on fishing items, but this is an ideal overview of the fishing

collectibles desired by most collectors. It is also an ideal place to show an overview of this

chapter, as well as the next few chapters of the book.From the top: Two Creek Chub Beetles,

both stamped in gold on belly, EX, $270. Scarce pike-colored Husky Dingbat by CCBC with tiny

pointers, EX-, $150. Two Pflueger Neverfail hardware five-hook minnows, EX and VG,

$240.From the top: CCBC Wigglefish, EX+, and Baby Wigglefish, EX-, $180. Fluted tail CCBC

Fintail Shiner in VG+ condition, silver shiner color, $150. EX solid black and EX+ frog spot

CCBC Dingers, $210.From the top: Heddon Batwing decoy in rainbow finish, rough condition,

$300. Pre-1900s Pflueger Muskellunge Minnow, seven inches, some chipping, $270. Heddon



Four Point fish decoy Model 409L, paint wear/chipping, $120.From the top: Two Heddon

Depression-era lures, Stanley Flipper and Crab Wiggler, $180. Heddon L-Rig fat bodied 150,

VG+, in VG 151 upward bass box, $180. Heddon L-Rig thin body 100 and 150 in frog scale,

both VG, $420.From the top: Heddon 150 rainbow in unmarked downward bass box, EX-,

$150. Red and white GE Heddon Little Joe, VG+, and GE Heddon Wee Willie, VG/VG+, $162.

Heddon GE #8569PLXB King Basser, EX- in correct Brush box, $180.From the top: Heddon

King Zig Wag lures, five inches, white is EX-, yellow scale is EX, $186. Paw Paw Sucker

Minnow, tack eyes, EX- condition, $117. South Bend Troll Oreno early no eye and Plunk Oreno,

6-1/4 inches, both VG+, $162.Heddon 1920s lures: 7500 pike (EX), spotted (VG+) and 5500

(EX-), $126. Heddon Salmon lures, all glass eyed, VG to EX-condition, $210.Heddon Crab

Wiggler, Torpedo and Game Fisher, Rainbow, VG+ to EX, $180.From the top: Heddon 100

Rainbow (VG+) and intro box/tag with #1800 Crab (VG), $252. South Bend #903 and Panatella

Minnow, both VG+, marked props, GE, $162.Six boxed Heddon lures, VG to EX, Green Scale

Vampire is beautiful, $360.Rare Heddon dealer dozen of 1947 Spooks, $330 (previous sales:

$1,000).Heddon Spin Fin SS six pack and Heddon Deep-6 345 dozen, $270.From the top:

Four Mouse lures: two Shakespeare, one Paw Paw and one unknown, $104. Five Heddon

lures: two Flippers, and one Basser, Zaragossa and River Runt, $420.From the top: Three

Heddon Yellow Flaptail fly rod lures, VG+ to EX, $91.Heddon Wee Tad fly rod lure, both EX or

better, $120. Heddon Widget fly rod lure grouping, VG+ to EX, $180.From the top: Rare

Heddon unfished black/ yellow Bubbling Bug fly rod lure, $180. Rare Colorado Moth fly rod

lure, EX, $270. Heddon wood Runtie fly rod lure, Shiner Scale, EX, $240. Heddon wood Runtie

fly rod lure, Pike Scale, EX, $270.From the top: Three Shakespeare mouse fly rod lures, VG to

EX, $78. Heddon Punkie Spook and Wee Tad lures, both EX, $150. Six Heddon Bass Bug

Spooks, all EX, $132.From the top: Five Heddon Pop-Eye Frog fly rod lures, VG+ to EX, $120.

Four Heddon Runtie Spook fly rod lures, EX- to EX, $162. Six Heddon Wilder Dilg fly rod lures,

VG to EX, $120.From the top: Pflueger Rainbow Minnow in EX- and Slate Minnow in VG, $162.

Shakespeare Evolution Minnow, later vintage missing tail hook, three inches, $78.

Shakespeare PE Egyptian Wobbler EX-, and a GE Bass-A-Lure, EX, $117.From the top: South

Bend red/white GE Panatella Minnow, EX-, in correct VG box, $150. South Bend cup rigged

GE underwater minnow, EX, $180. Pair of SB Minnows: early VG+ Surf Oreno and EX- five-

hook, $210.From the top: Eight Heddon fly rod lure grouping, VG to EX, $174. Fifteen Heddon

Spook fly rod assortment, VG to EX, $270.Nine Heddon fly rod lure boxes, five EX or better,

$180.From the top: Carter’s Bestever, unknown, four-inch unknown wobbler (SB?) and Hula

Hula, $91. Five Bud Stewart lures, Surface Chub, Hammer Handles, Wiggler, $65.Dealer

Dozen of Paul Bunyan Dyna-Mite Fish Getter lures, $180.Three Carl Christiansen fly rod lures,

new in boxes, $104.From the top: Keeling, Winchester and Ed. Vom Hofe seven-inch “Sam’s”

spoons, $117. Wilson/ Hastings Fluted Wobbler, EX-, and Moonlight Little Wonder, VG+, $180.

Seven very early Delany spinners and blades, “W Delany Coburg,” $300.From the top: Silver

Flash lure assortment, $52. Five Bud Stewart lures: Crippled Wiggler, Pad Hopper, Mouse,

Pike, $210.From the top: Five Bud Stewart: Hammer Handles and Convertible Crippled

Wiggler, $104. Five Bud Stewart: Hammer Handles, Wiggler and Pad Hopper, $104.From the

top: Weber Dive-N-Wobl Mouse new in box (MINT), rare lure, $150. This Dive-N-Wobl is new

on card but has small rub, frog finish, $104.Assorted lures in boxes from VG+ to new in box,

$210.Assorted fly rod lures (22), VG to EX, $144.From left: Duane Sosseur Native American

Wisconsin fish decoy, $91. Mark Bruning fish decoy, Michigan, $150.

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/EnprR/Collectible-Fishing-Lures-Warmans-Companion


Collectible Fishing Lures (Warman's Companion), The Encyclopedia of Old Fishing Lures:

Made in North America, Old Fishing Lures & Tackle: Identification and Value Guide, Heddon

Catalogs 1902-1953: 50 Years of Great Fishing

Mary Eve, “Lure Collecting. Purchased for my dad for Xmas and it's a smaller sized book than

most, about 5x7. A very nice addition to his lure and book collection. I had no idea some of the

books were as prized as the lures themselves. This isn't the most in depth collector's book but

contains enough for an experienced collector to appreciate. Lewis has been a collector for over

50-years and offers history and how-to information for those looking to get started. 750-color

photos with plenty of detailed lures. This book was published in 2008 so may not be as up to

date as other versions. However, it's a nice size to carry with you when lure hunting in flea

markets and antique shops. Either way, lovely book and my dad is satisfied with this addition.”

JAG, “For the collector in the group. A great guide to have around when checking through any

new lures acquired at the local auction or the neighborhood yard sale. Never know what the

lure might really be worth so have this guide close by to check.”

kat, “500 lures. MY UNCLE WALKED THE SHORE IN FRONT OF HIS CABIN FOR OVER 40

YEARS....UPON HIS DEATH, RECENTLY,I UNCOVERED SIX TACKEL BOXES, FILLED WITH

LURES HE PICKED UP OVER THOSE YEARS. THE BOOK HASHELPED ME TO IDENTIFY

SEVERAL AND THEIR WORTH BUT I STILL HAVE MANY MORE TO FIND...I'LL BE

LOOKINGFOR ANOTHER BOOK SOON.....”

Tim M. Beets, “Good starting place.. A starting place to learn about the hobby of collectable

vintage lures. You will have to invest in more complete books on this subject which cover far

more items. Author is very knowledgeable and it has great color photos.”

rhino, “fishing lure guide. great book lots of great pictures with excellent descriptions very

helpful and I like it very much highly recommended book”

BillyGoat66, “Nice quick reference. Nice quick reference guide. Wish it was a little smaller so I

could easily carry it when I'm at auctions.”

mudman, “Five Stars. good book”

The book by Russell E Lewis has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 20 people have provided feedback.
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